
The Elastec MiniVac is a compact portable vacuum system designed for recovering liquids, oils and 

sludge with solids up to 2 inch / 50 mm diameter in remote or congested workspaces. MiniVac systems 

include a diesel or an electric engine, DrumIt drum-top head and suction wand. Optional Vacuum 

Hopper and All Terrain Vacuum tank for storage are also available. The MiniVac’s air-cooled blower 

generates free air flow of 435 cfm and a pulling vacuum of 332 cfm at 16 Hg.

Full Size Power in a Smaller Package

High Flotation Tires (included)

All Terrain Wheels (optional)

All Terrain Tracks (optional)

Removable Wheels

Fits on small trailers and inside small truck beds

55 gallon barrel with DrumIt (included)

110 gallon All Terrain Vac Tanker (optional)

Optional vacuum hopper available for

rapidly filling multiple drums.

Chassis

Holding Tank

Diesel Engine

(Electric Optional)

Vacuum Pump Type

Airflow

(free air)

Airflow

(pulling vacuum)

Air Cooled

Blower

435 cfm

332 cfm

@ 16 Hg

20 hp / 15 kW

Gross

16.4 hp / 12 kW

Continuous



DrumIt is a drum-top vacuum head that attaches to a 

55 gallon drum allowing liquids and wet solids to be 

intercepted and stored. DrumIt fills each drum to a 

consistent level every time.

For cleanup of dry, solid or sandy materials, a washable, 

replaceable dry filter vacuum head can be placed on a 

second drum working in tandem with the DrumIt.

This 110 gallon (378 litre) All-Terrain Vacuum Tank is mounted on 

a towable chassis with high flotation tires or tracks. It can handle 

liquids, oils and sludge with solids up to 2 inch (50 mm) diameter. 

Towable by UTVs or ATVs, this tank can go across fields and 

rugged off-road terrain.

A free-standing hopper can be coupled to vacuum units or trucks 

to collect and dump contaminants into drums below the hopper.
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All Terrain Vacuum Tank

Vacuum Hopper

Contact us to learn how you 

can cleanup with PACS.

DrumIt & Dry Filter Head

Siam Pollutek Co.,Ltd.
40/25 Soi Wachirathamsatit 8, Sukumvit 101/1 rd., 

Bangna, Bangkok, Thailand
Tel. 089-1310045, 089-1479144, 02-7478234 
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